Abstract-The original design of standard digital fountain codes assumes that the coded information symbols are equally important. In many applications, some source symbols are more important than others, and they must be recovered prior to the rest. Unequal error protection (UEP) designs are attractive solutions for such source transmissions. In this paper, we introduce a more generalized design for the first universal fountain code design, Luby transform (LT) codes, that make it particularly suited for progressive bit stream transmissions. We apply the generalized LT codes to a progressive source and show that it has better UEP properties than other published results in the literature. For example, using the proposed generalization, we obtained up to 1.7-dB peak signal to noise ratio gain in a progressive image transmission scenario over the two major UEP fountain code designs.
Generalized Unequal Error Protection LT Codes for Progressive Data Transmission I. INTRODUCTION E RASURE channels can be used to model various data networks, where packets are either received reliably or lost completely due to channel impairments, buffer overflows or excessive delays. For example, data files sent over the internet are chopped into fixed or variable size packets, and each packet is either received without error or corrupted due to the channel and therefore considered erased during the transmission. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is typically used to detect packet errors. When such errors are detected, and the CRC code reports failure, the receiver discards the whole packet [1] .
For communicating over erasure channels, it is customary to employ a feedback mechanism from the receiver to the sender to manage the retransmission of erased packets. Such retransmission protocols might be burdened with an excessive number of feedback messages [2] . One interest of the coding community was to make erasure-correcting codes require no feedback (or almost no feedback) with reduced encoding and decoding complexities. Digital fountain (DF) codes are a class of erasure-correcting codes that require almost no feedback with simple encoding and decoding structures. Fountain codes are also known as rateless codes i.e., we can independently generate as many coded symbols as desired from the original content [3] . The first known rateless code is the Luby transform (LT) code [3] .
Because of the attractive features of fountain codes, and recently introduced unequal error protection (UEP) fountain code designs, they have become increasingly popular for multimedia communications needing UEP [4] . The original design of fountain codes assumes that the encoded data bears equally important information about the source. For example, executable computer programs are such data files that can be transmitted using equal error protection (EEP) mechanisms. However, in some multimedia applications, a portion of the data might be more important than the rest. In particular, initial parts of the progressive bit stream are more important for the reconstruction of the image than are later portions [5] . When the coding allows for a low quality or low resolution version of the source to be recovered from an initial portion of the bit stream, and hence recovered earlier in time than a high quality version of the source, this is referred to as the unequal recovery time (URT) property. In Internet browsing applications, timely recovery of the more important sections of source files can save us from unnecessary transmissions. This is because it might be enough for the end user to see the low resolution image or video before requesting further transmission. Such examples show that codes having UEP and URT properties might be useful [6] .
A. Related Work
Unequal protection for progressive sources is usually achieved by joint source channel coding (JSCC), in which more important contents are encoded with stronger codes (see [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Those studies assume that channel state information is available at the transmitter. When the channel erasure rate or the channel fading coefficients are unknown and nonuniform, one JSCC mechanism targets the worst-case error rate as the primary design criterion in choosing the optimal code rate/s [11] . An optimal fixed code rate for a good state is typically unable to perform well when the channel is bad. At the other end, when the code rate is optimized for the bad state, there will typically be many unnecessary redundant bits. Rateless codes, such as LT codes [3] , Raptor codes [12] , and Online codes [13] do not assume any information about the channel and, therefore, are good matches for transmitting data over time varying channels with unknown parameters. Similarly, such codes can be very good candidates for multicast transmissions because there is no prior assumption about the channels.
In the original study of LT codes, EEP of all the information symbols is assumed. The degree of a coded symbol d is assigned according to a suitable distribution called the degree distribution (DD). After choosing the degree for each coded symbol, a d-element subset of the information block is chosen randomly according to another distribution called the selection distribution (SD). It is shown in a series of studies [14] [15] [16] [17] that UEP LT codes can be produced simply by allowing coded symbols to make more edge connections with more important parts of the information bit stream with high probability by modifying the DD and SD. This way, the unrecovered symbol probability becomes lower for the high priority content of the original source. The ideas presented in those studies are successfully applied to various transmission scenarios [18] , [19] .
In [16] , a structured LT code graph is constructed. Then the proposed code is randomized using a degree assigner and a random selector. Although the terminology in [16] is different from that in [14] , the unequal protection is achieved essentially the same way using a fixed DD and a non-uniform SD. In other studies such as [20] , the authors introduced the use of overlapped windows to allow one to have a virtually extended block for superior performance compared to fixed-window encoding. Although the main objective was to increase the virtual block size of the LT codes for a better performance, it is recognized that such block size enhancement can be used to provide UEP. Later, a similar idea is used in [21] , called block duplication, for the EEP of a two-layer source. It is shown that under certain assumptions, the method of [21] provides slightly better performance than [14] . The gains reported in [17] over [14] are greater due to using different DDs for each window. This shows the combined choice of degree and SD had a great impact on the final performance of the fountain code. Last, the algorithm presented in [22] chooses degree-one coded symbols from the high priority class of source symbols, and the edge connections of degree-two coded symbols are selected non-uniformly similar to the weighted approach of [14] . Unequal protection is achieved by this slight modification and a fixed DD, and the rest of the encoding is exactly the same as in original LT coding. Although all of these studies ( [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ) consider fountain codes with a UEP property for a given application scenario, a joint optimization of degree and SD remains untouched.
B. Contribution and Organization
In this paper, we propose a generalization for two major UEP LT codes. Specifically, inspired by [22] , we introduce a systematic degree-dependent selection concept that can be applied to previous unequal protection rateless code designs. In addition, we present a progressive source transmission scheme using rateless codes. Since the beginning part of progressive bit streams is more important than the succeeding parts, previous UEP designs can directly be used in the transmission of progressive sources. However, progressive sources do not consist of only a few layers as traditionally assumed in previous scalable video transmission scenarios [23] . We tailor the parameters of the proposed design for this particular scenario to minimize the expected distortion. We show that although the previous UEP schemes can be used to provide unequal protection for progressive bit streams, the proposed generalization of the rateless codes, and its configuration for progressive bit streams, give dramatic improvements in terms of end-to-end expected distortion over the UEP rateless code designs described in [14] [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, we introduce a new property called unequal iteration time (UIT), where we evaluate system performance as a function of the iteration index of the decoding algorithm. This might be particularly important for portable devices that are constrained by lowcomplexity receiver architectures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives necessary background for progressive source coding, LT codes, and previous UEP designs. Section III introduces the proposed UEP generalized LT (GLT) coding design, the encoding algorithm, the optimization problem, and the UIT property. Section IV presents the proposed progressive transmission set-up in detail. It also describes parameter selections of the UEP GLT coding for comparisons to some of the major UEP designs. Section V presents numerical results to show the effectiveness of the proposed idea. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first review progressive source coding. Then, we review fountain codes and review the original encoding and decoding structures for LT codes. Last, we briefly discuss the previous UEP designs.
A. Progressive Source Coding
In progressive source coding, prefixes of a single bitstream allow the decoder to progressively reconstruct the source. In other words, all encodings of the source at lower bit rates are embedded in the beginning of the encoded source at higher bit rates. Thus, progressive source bitstreams have the property that the beginning part of the bit stream is more important than the succeeding parts of the bit stream. Progressive source coders also have the property that bits later in the bit stream are of no use unless the bits that precede them are reliably received. In this respect, it is, therefore, convenient to define useful bits to be the set of consecutive bits that are recovered from the beginning of the bit stream up to the first unrecovered bit location. In progressive source transmission, it is of more concern to consider the decoded useful bits rather than the decoded total bits.
Progressive transmission might be very useful in multimedia communication scenarios, in particular fast browsing of high definition media in non-homogeneous networks. However, such bit streams use various forms of variable length codes, making them extremely susceptible to noisy channel effects, i.e., any bit error might render the rest of the bit stream useless. Therefore, a good protection mechanism is needed for reliable transfer of such compressed data.
B. DF Codes
Fountain codes are random bipartite graph codes in which the source data is recoverable from any subset of coded symbols, when this subset contains enough coded symbols in a lossy packet transmission scenario. These codes have significantly less complex encoding and decoding structures than more traditional Reed-Solomon codes, and they also exhibit high erasure correction performance for large block lengths. A fountain encoder generates potentially an unlimited number of coded symbols. Once enough coded symbols are collected at the receiver, an iterative decoder using a belief propagation (BP) algorithm recovers the information symbols through graph pruning [24] .
1) Encoding: An LT encoder takes a set of k symbols of information to generate coded symbols of the same alphabet. We consider a binary alphabet and let a binary information block Some of the coded symbols are erased by the channel, and for decoding purposes, we concern ourselves only with those n-coded symbols which arrive unerased at the decoder. Hence, the subscript m on y m , d m , and w m runs only from 1 to n, and we ignore at the decoder those quantities associated with erased symbols. Note that the way we generate each coded symbol is independent of the way we generate other coded symbols. LT codes have been shown to be asymptotically optimal, i.e., as k tends to infinity, then n → k bits will be enough to recover all the information content [3] , [13] .
2) Decoding: The maximum likelihood decoding of LT codes over the binary erasure channel (BEC) is the problem of recovering k information symbols from the n reliably received coded symbols. Although maximum likelihood decoding is optimal, it is computationally prohibitive for long block lengths (k large). In order to allow linear decoding complexity with increasing block length, the BP algorithm is used [1] .
Let us denote information symbols as variable nodes, and coded symbols as check nodes in the bipartite graph representation of LT coding, as shown in Fig. 1 . Assuming there is at least one degree-one coded symbol received, the BP starts decoding from degree-one coded symbols. The content is immediately sent to their one neighbor (variable nodes) to decode the information bits. An example of the decoding algorithm operation with k = 4 and n = 5 is shown in Fig. 1 . As can be seen in Fig. 1 (a), BP starts decoding from the degree-one coded symbol. In Fig. 1(b) , the degree-one coded symbol has transferred its content to its one neighboring information symbol, and the corresponding edge is eliminated. This is called the variable node update step. In the next decoding step shown in Fig. 1(c) , the recovered information symbol is added modulo 2 to each connected coded symbol to update its content. Then, the corresponding edges are eliminated. This step is called the check node update step. In the later stages, as depicted in Fig. 1(d) -(f), update steps for variable nodes and check nodes are performed alternately to recover the information symbols. Finally, after all node updates are made, as shown in Fig. 1(f) , we recover all the information symbols. When there is no degree-one check node at any stage of BP, the algorithm stops and declares a decoding error. Details of BP can be found in [3] .
For the decoding of a whole information block to be successful, we need at least one degree-one check node at each iteration. The set of degree-one nodes is called the ripple. If the ripple does not have any elements, the decoder stops iterating. Luby [3] proposed the ideal-soliton DD so that at each decoding iteration, the expected ripple size is one. This means in expectation, the algorithm never stops and decodes the whole information block.
Definition 1-Ideal-Soliton Distribution:
However, the performance of the ideal-soliton distribution is poor in practice because the ripple size can very likely be zero. Later, Luby [3] proposed the robust soliton distribution (RSD), which overcomes this problem. The expected ripple size of RSD is R = c · ln(k/δ) √ k ≥ 1 for some suitable constant c > 0 and an allowable failure probability δ of the decoder. RSD is shown to give good performance using practical information block sizes, such as k = 100 or k = 1000.
Definition 2-Robust-Soliton Distribution: 1) for i = 1, . . . , k: probability of choosing degree i is given by
C. UEP DF Code Designs
Previous LT codes with UEP and URT properties can be classified into two main categories.
1) Weighted Approach:
In studies, such as [14] , [15] , and [21] , the authors proposed various intuitive modifications to the SD of LT codes. These unequal protection schemes will be referred to as a weighted approach in this paper. A generic description of the weighted approach is as follows. A block of k source symbols is divided into r disjoint sets s 1 , . . . , s r , having sizes |s j | = α j k symbols, where 0 < α j < 1 are design parameters satisfying r j =1 α j = 1, α j k is an integer, and |.| denotes the cardinality of the argument. The encoding process is the same as for LT codes, except the check nodes select their adjacent variable nodes non-uniformly. More specifically, after choosing a degree d m according to some DD, d m information symbols are selected one by one: first the set s j is chosen from {s 1 , . . . , s r } with probability ω j . After choosing the set index, the input symbol is selected uniformly from the set s j only. This selection process is repeated d m times, without replacement, to determine d m distinct connections to the information symbols. Finally, the value of the coded symbol is given by the sum of the selected d m information symbols. The probability of selecting a particular set is designed such that the probability of recovery for more important classes of bits is higher than that of the less important classes of bits. Therefore, this approach, in which the neighbors of a coded symbol are selected non-uniformly, is a generalization of LT codes.
2) Expanding Window Fountain (EWF) Codes:
Another approach, called EWF codes, was developed in [17] . An information block of k bits was divided into r successively larger windows. This can be thought of as first dividing the information block into r disjoint sets s 1 , . . . , s r , and then defining r embedded windows {W j } r j =1 , such that W j = j l=1 s l . To generate a new EWF coded symbol, one of the windows is randomly selected by the coded symbol according to a window SD given as follows.
Definition 3-Window SD: 1) (x) = r j =1 j x i where j is the probability that window W j is chosen.
Upon selection of the window, standard LT coding is applied only to the bits contained in that window using a suitably chosen DD given as follows.
Definition 4-j th Window DD:
is the conditional probability of choosing degree i , given that W j is selected by the coded symbol.
The same procedure is invoked for each encoded symbol. Thus, a UEP EWF code is a rateless code, which provides unequal protection by choosing the appropriate set { (x), (1) (x) , (2) (x), …, (r) (x)}. UEP EWF coding modifies not only the SD but also the DD, which makes the code a more flexible unequal protection scheme compared to the weighted approach. However, the superiority of this scheme over the weighted approach depends on whether the DD for each window is judiciously selected.
III. UEP GLT CODING
In this section, first we apply the degree-dependent selection idea to the weighted approach to provide increased UEP, URT, and UIT properties. Note that the same idea can be applied to UEP EWF codes through the use of a degree-dependent window SD. More specifically, we propose to use a (window) SD that depends on the degree number of the particular check node to give priority decoding to earlier bits of a progressive bit stream.
A. Generalization of "Weighted Approach"
Similar to previous studies, let us partition the information block into r variable size disjoint sets s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s r (s j has size α j k, j = 1, . . . , r such that r j =1 α j = 1 and the α j k values are integers). In the encoding process, after choosing the degree number for each coded symbol, we select the edge connections according to a generalized SD given as follows.
Definition 5-Generalized SD:
x j where p j,i ≥ 0 is the conditional probability of choosing the information set s j , given that the degree of the coded symbol is i and r j =1 p j,i = 1. Note that p j,i are design parameters of the system, subject to optimization. For convenience, we denote the proposed SD in a matrix form as follows:
Since the set of probabilities in each column sums to unity, the number of design parameters of P r×k is (r − 1) × k. Similarly, for the proposed GLT, the DD can be expressed in a vector form as λ k , where the i th vector entry is the probability that a coded symbol chooses degree i . Note that λ k and P r×k completely determine the performance of the proposed GLT code. More specifically, the design steps taken to generate each coded symbol are summarized in Algorithm 1.
In the BP algorithm, we observe that not all the check nodes decode information symbols at each iteration. For example, degree-one check nodes immediately decode neighboring information symbols at the very first iteration [3] . Then, degree-two and degree-three check nodes recover some of the information bits later in the sequence of iterations. In general, at the later update iterations, low degree check nodes will Algorithm 1 UEP GLT encoding (for "weighted approach") already be released from the decoding process, and higher degree check nodes start decoding the information symbols (due to edge eliminations). So, the coded symbols take part in different stages of the BP decoding process, depending on their degree numbers. It is clear from the previous designs that unequal protection is achieved by allowing coded symbols to make more edge connections with more important information sets. This increases the probability of decoding the more important symbols. However, coded symbols are able to decode information symbols in different iterations of the BP depending on their degree numbers. For example, at the second iteration of the BP algorithm, the probability that degree-2 coded symbols decode information symbols is higher than that of coded symbols with degrees > 2. If the BP algorithm stops unexpectedly at an early iteration, it is essential that the more important information symbols are recovered. This suggests that it is beneficial to have low degree check nodes generally make edge connections with important information sets. This can be achieved by the proposed scheme. An example realization for r = 2 is shown in Fig. 2 . A check node with degree 6 makes t 2 = 1 connection with s 1 , whereas a check node with degree 4 makes t 1 connections with s 1 satisfying t 1 > t 2 . The main advantage of the proposed scheme over the previous designs is to allow a greater flexibility in the LT encoding process. We will see later that this flexibility will allow us to tailor the parameters of the system to a progressive source transmission scenario.
B. Generalization of EWF Codes
In the encoding process of this generalization, after choosing the degree number for each coded symbol, we select the edge connections according to a generalized window SD, given as follows.
Definition 6-Generalized Window SD: where γ j,i ≥ 0 is the conditional probability of choosing the information set s j , given that the degree of the coded symbol is i and r j =1 γ j,i = 1. Similar to the previous generalization, γ j,i are design parameters of the system, subject to optimization. For convenience, we denote the proposed window SD in a matrix form as follows:
The set of probabilities in each column sums to unity, and the number of design parameters of L r×k is again (r − 1) × k. Similarly, we observe that λ k and L r×k completely determine the performance of the proposed generalization of EWF codes. More specifically, the design steps taken to generate each coded symbol are summarized in Algorithm 2.
C. UIT Property
The URT definition, given in [15] or [17] , is with respect to the reception overhead ( ), i.e., it examines the fraction of the source message that can be recovered for different overhead values. This means that, given a target bit-error rate, increasing portions of information bits can be decoded after receiving increasing numbers of encoded bits, so that information bits can be recovered in a progressive manner.
Thus, URT is concerned with performance as a function of the number of received symbols. In contrast to this definition, UIT is concerned with the performance as a function of the number of iterations of the decoding algorithm. Usually, it is assumed that the decoding algorithm iterates as much as needed. Since rateless codes are most effective with increasing source block sizes, this requires more iterations in the BP algorithm. However, in many portable wireless applications, lowcomplexity designs are desired for less battery consumption. In that scenario, UIT is relevant and provides insight about the performance of the compared schemes. 
Each information block is of size B/k information bits. The zth k-bit segment is generated as shown i.e., the zth bit of each information block is collected. After forming each k-bit segment as described, a realization of the LT coding is generated and the same realization is applied to each k-bit segment. An example realization is shown in this figure.
IV. PROGRESSIVE SOURCE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND DESIGN PARAMETER SELECTION

A. Progressive Source Transmission System Description
Our previous descriptions are based on nodes containing bits. In most practical multimedia transmission systems, the basic unit of information is usually a fixed or variable length packet [25] . In this section, we describe the way we transmit a progressive bit stream using rateless codes. The system block diagram of our proposed setup is shown in Fig. 3 .
A bit stream is produced using a L x × L y grayscale image coded with set partitioning in hierarchical trees and arithmetic coding. The progressive bit stream is assumed to have a total of B bits, i.e., a source rate of B/(L x × L y ) bits per pixel (b/pixel). First, the source bit stream is divided into equal size blocks of bits. Then, the bits in those blocks are rearranged as shown in Fig. 4 to produce equal size segments. Using such a configuration, for instance, the initial part of each block constitutes the contents of the first segment. Thus, the total source bit stream is demultiplexed to produce a set of equal size segments. Those segments are the output of the DEMUX block in Fig. 3 . To be more specific, the progressive bit stream of B bits is divided into k equal size blocks (each with B/k information bits) as shown in Fig. 5 . Those information blocks are demultiplexed into B/k equal size segments (each with k bits) in the following way. The zth k-bit segment is generated by collecting the zth bit of each information block. The reason for using such a demultiplexing methodology is that the proposed coding scheme is most powerful when the source bits within each segment have unequal importance. Using demultiplexing, for example, the information bits in the first block, the most important information block, are equally shared by the segments. In contrast, we could have skipped the demultiplexing, i.e., we could have treated the source blocks directly as our segments (without the rearrangement shown in Fig. 4 ) before LT encoding takes place. However, in that case, each k-bit information segment would include almost equallysignificant content.
After demultiplexing, we generate a particular realization of the proposed DF code and apply it to each k-bit segment to produce coded symbols. Assuming that each coded symbol stream goes through the same erasure channel, we collect n coded symbols at the receiver for each k-bit segment decoding. Note that since we apply the same realization of the random code to each k-bit segment and use independent decoding, if m information bits are useful in each segment after each BP decoding (as shown in Fig. 3) , because of the rearrangement/demultiplexing operation, we will have B/k m total number of useful bits in the progressive bit stream for source decoding.
B. Comparison With the "Weighted Approach"
It is easy to see that the "weighted approach" is a special case of the proposed UEP GLT coding given in Algorithm 1. Since encoding-decoding is done according to two interrelated distributions (SD and DD), the design criterion in our case is to select both distributions judiciously to minimize the average distortion, as given by (3) . To reduce the number of optimization parameters, let us choose p j,i to be an exponential function of the degree number i , for j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 as follows.
Definition 7-Exponential SD:
where
The exponential SD is an intuitive choice, because the low degree check nodes make, on average, more edge connections with the more important information sets. Note that using the exponential SD, we reduce the parameter space size from (r −1)k +k −1 to 3(r −1)+k −1. Let us use standard DDs (for example, the robust soliton distribution) and a predetermined partitioning set {α 1 , . . . , α r } in conjunction with an exponential SD, so that we will have only 3(r − 1) parameters subject to optimization. Note that an additional optimization can be run over the partitioning set {α 1 , . . . , α r }. In that case, the parameter space size increases to 3(r −1)+r −1 = 4(r −1). As will be shown in the numerical results section, this will lead to a slightly better performance at the expense of increased complexity.
C. Comparison With UEP EWF Codes
In EWF codes [17] , one of the expanding windows is first selected by a coded symbol before the selection of its edge connections. After choosing a specific window, all the edge connections of that coded symbol are constrained to be chosen from the selected window. In our UEP GLT coding process (Algorithm 1), the edge connections are not constrained in that way. Thus, although the EWF code is not a special case of the proposed UEP GLT code given in Algorithm 1, it is a special case of Algorithm 2.
Let us use a DD called the compound DD c (x), given as follows.
Definition 8-Compound DD:
where c i is the probability of choosing degree i ,
It can be shown that the compound DD is a valid probability mass function by realizing that it is a convex combination of probability mass functions.
The main motivation behind using such a distribution is the following. In a progressive transmission, recovery of the whole source block is not usually the key objective. The goal is to maximize the number of useful source symbols. Thus, the source block size that can be communicated to the receiver with small error probability is the outcome of the optimization. Using a compound DD enables us to tailor a set of DDs (specifically good for a set of source block sizes) for our progressive source transmission scenario. Using appropriate weights ρ j , we can make the compound DD a good DD for a specific information block size and a source whose rate-distortion (R-D) characteristic is known. Finally, the parameters of the compound DD are fed to the optimization to minimize the distortion.
Similar to previous reasoning, in order to reduce the number of optimization parameters, we choose γ j,i to be an exponential function of the degree number i for j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 as follows.
Definition 9-Exponential Window SD:
D. Optimization Problem
The BP algorithm can terminate at any iteration with some non-zero probability. Let Pr(Y = s) be the probability that the BP algorithm terminates at iteration s. In this type of algorithm, one typically chooses the maximum number of iterations of the BP algorithm (M max ) such that Pr(Y > M max ) is negligible. M max is usually chosen based on the value of k, the number of information symbols being encoded in all the simulations. In our case, we chose M max = 70 because the algorithm always terminated (either by correct decoding or by having a decoding failure) prior to 70 iterations being reached. The optimization problem is given by min λ,P(or L) D M s.t. n coded symbols are received unerased (3) where n ≥ k, and D M is the average mean square distortion at the Mth iteration of the BP algorithm. Note that the optimization problem for Algorithm 2 is exactly the same, except that we replace P with L. The minimization can be done at any specific iteration M, 1 ≤ M ≤ M max . This could be useful if different UEP, URT, and UIT characteristics are desired for a specific application. The minimization is over the entries of λ and P (or L). Note that the proposed code is specified by the entries of two matrices, λ and P (or L), and the total number of entries is (r + 1)k. However, the columns of P (or L) as well as the entries of λ should sum up to one. Therefore, we have (r − 1)k + (k − 1) = rk − 1 parameters subject to optimization. For large k, as a practical matter, it is infeasible to jointly optimize all design parameters. Previous sections discussed how we reduce the number of parameters subject to optimization. We use numerical experimentation and exhaustive search to find the optimum solution.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will compare the performance of our proposed scheme with that of two major classes of unequal protection rateless codes: "weighted approach" and UEP EWF codes. We use the minimum distortion criterion throughout our simulations. Quality assessment of the decoded images is given in terms of the average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), expressed in dB, a performance measure inversely related to the average mean square distortion by the Mth iteration of the BP algorithm, D M . We use standard 512 ×512 Lena and 512 × 512 Goldhill images.
We initially set B = 50 000 bits (≈0.19 b/pixel source rate) and run all realizations (encoding and decoding using M max = 70) 10 4 times, and compute the total number of useful bits (number of recovered consecutive information symbols) in each realization. We considered two different values for k: k = 100 and k = 1000. Since, a specific image with a particular source encoder determines the R-D characteristics of the source, we can find the distortion 1 corresponding to the useful number of bits. Then, we take the average of these distortion values computed for each of the 10 4 different realizations. We optimize the parameters of each system to give the minimum average distortion (the solution to the 1 We use mean square error as our distortion metric throughout this paper. optimization problem). Last, minimum average distortion is converted to average PSNR.
A. Comparisons With the "Weighted Approach"
In our first simulation, we compare our UEP GLT scheme using Algorithm 1 with the weighted approach. We set r = 2 and B = 5 × 10 4 . Both schemes use the RSD with γ = c = 0.01 i.e., ϒ w (x) is an RSD in Algorithm 1. We define the following version of the proposed scheme. 1) GLTexp : This scheme uses the exponential SD with A 1 + B 1 = 1 and optimizes the set {A 1 , C 1 } so that the proposed scheme achieves minimum distortion. For a fair comparison, we also optimize the weighting parameter ω 1 for the weighted approach for minimum distortion. Average PSNR versus the number of reliably received coded symbols (n) is plotted for both systems using a fixed α 1 = 0.3 and the optimal α 1 value for each system. For the weighted approach, the optimal α 1 (α * 1 ) turns out to be 0.3 for n ≥ 160. We also included the performance of standard LT coding (EEP scheme) in the same figure for comparison. In Figs. 6 and 7, performance results are shown for k = 100 as a function of n, and are observed to be increasing with growing n. Although the proposed scheme does not show a major performance improvement over the weighted approach up to n = 130 coded symbols, it provides over a 1-dB improvement for a substantial range of n (from 140 to 210) for both fixed or optimal α 1 , and a huge improvement over standard LT coding. After collecting n > 240 coded symbols, all the systems perform almost a complete decoding of the whole source block, and hence they exhibit a similar performance. As a perspective, the PSNR performance of a source with a rate of ≈0.19 b/pixel, and which is operating under error-free conditions, is included in the figures for reference.
In Fig. 8 , we show the performance of these systems for k = 1000. As can be seen, when k gets large, the performance of each system increases, as does the gain of the proposed scheme over the weighted approach. It is quite common to define the coding overhead of a rateless code as (n/k)−1. Using the proposed scheme with Lena, for example, an overhead of 0.3 when k = 1000 gives around 32.5-dB average PSNR, whereas the same overhead with k = 100 gives around 27.6-dB average PSNR. Another way of looking at these performance curves is to consider the percentage of savings of the coded symbols reliably received for a given image quality. Table I shows the number of coded symbols which need to be received to obtain a PSNR of 31 dB using various rateless code schemes. As can be seen, a substantial savings (relative to standard LT coding) in terms of the received unerased coded symbols can be obtained. Also, Table II shows the optimal parameters used to obtain some of the data points shown in Figs. 6 and 8.
Note that Figs. 6-8 can all be considered to be depictions of both the URT and UEP performances of the various schemes. These figures all show the quality as a function of the number of received symbols. Therefore, for a fixed quality, the horizontal distance between two curves is a measure of how much earlier in the received bit stream one system can recover that fixed quality compared to another system (URT property). For a fixed number of received symbols, the vertical distance between two curves is a measure of the PSNR gain (UEP property). Fig. 9 shows performance comparisons for a range of B and = 0.4. As a perspective on PSNR, assume that all the source bits are recovered. We call this idealized scenario the "error-free" case. We observe that the proposed scheme not only improves the performance over the weighted approach, but also gives results that are close to the "error-free" case. One other observation is that for k = 100, an improvement of almost 1 dB is possible for a range of B (from B ≈ 2 × 10 4 to B ≈ 6 × 10 4 ). For the range of values shown on the abscissa, increasing B yields larger gains when k = 1000, but not when For large B and small k, the contents of each segment might be quite different. For example, if k = 2, the first segment will have one bit from the beginning of the total bit stream and one bit from the middle. The last segment will have one bit from the middle of the bit stream and one bit from the end. Since B is large and the progressive coder has a nonincreasing and convex R-D characteristic, these two segments are substantially different from each other. Considering the progressive source transmission system shown in Fig. 3 , we note that the same code is applied for each segment. Therefore, a set of optimal values tailored to a particular segment might not be the best set of parameters for other segments. This degrades the performance of the system. If k gets large, the R-D characteristics of each segment become similar, and thus the parameters of the proposed code fit a larger set of segments. We note that the progressive source transmission system shown in Fig. 3 assumes that one segment contains almost equally important content compared to another segment, although the importance varies considerably within each segment. In Fig. 9 , for the parameters of this scenario, k = 100 turns out to be too small for this assumption to hold; the k-bit segments differ from each other in the importance of their information content. However, if we increase k from 100 to 1000, the assumption of Fig. 3 will approximately hold and segments become almost equally important and have similar R-D characteristics. Thus, the proposed scheme gives increased gains at larger B values, as shown in Fig. 9 .
Finally, we show the UIT performance of the proposed scheme, that is, how the PSNR varies if the BP algorithm is not allowed to iterate until its natural termination, 2 but is 2 By natural termination, we mean the algorithm either decodes all the information bits, or declares failure, i.e., there remains no degree-one coded symbol after edge eliminations and node updates even though the decoding of the whole source block is not complete.
instead cut off at some early iteration M, by design. We note that the previous results are based on solving the minimization problem in (3) for M = 70. However, the parameters that give the best performance for M = 70 do not necessarily give the best performance at early iterations. A simulation result is shown in Fig. 10 , in which the proposed scheme and the weighted approach are compared using parameter values optimized for M = 70 as a function of the number of iterations in the BP algorithm. A 1.7-dB PSNR gain when the number of iterations is greater than 16 is shown over the weighted approach. Fig. 10 also shows a performance curve that results by solving the minimization problem in (3) for M = 6. This curve gives a large gain over the weighted approach at iteration 6 at the expense of some performance loss (compared to the weighted approach) at later iterations. The performance curves optimized for M = 6 and M = 70 suggest that there is a family of performance curves that give better PSNR gains at early iterations, if we allow some performance loss at later iterations. For example, in Fig. 9 we show a family of curves obtained by varying parameter C 1 from 1.2 to 2.2 with fixed {A 1 = 0.55, B 1 = 0.45}. From this family of curves, we show one of them with C 1 = 1.6. It can be observed that, although this sample system performs worse than the system optimized for M = 70, it performs better than the weighted approach for all iterations, but especially for some early iterations. For example, at iteration 6, it provides a 3.32-dB gain over the weighted approach. This result shows that we can tailor the parameters of the proposed scheme to achieve better UIT properties at the expense of some loss in performance at later iterations.
B. Comparisons With UEP EWF Codes
We now compare the proposed generalization i.e., Algorithm 2, with UEP EWF codes. We also compare the proposed scheme with increased parameter sizes. The EWF code has the parameters α 1 and 1 subject to optimization. The DDs for the UEP EWF code, { (1) (x), (2) (x) } are the truncated RSD [17] rs (k rs , γ, c) using γ = c = 0.01, in which k rs is the maximum degree of each DD, and is constrained not to exceed the size of the corresponding window i.e., the size of the first window W 1 = α 1 k or the size of the second window W 2 = k [19] . Details of the design parameters of the comparison systems are summarized in Table III . The UEP GLT scheme given in Algorithm 2 uses the compound DD i.e., ϒ ewf (x) is c (x). In other words, for any coded symbol, the probability of choosing degree i is given by the proposed scheme achieves the minimum distortion. 2) GLTexpFullOpt: This scheme uses the exponential SD and optimizes the whole set of parameters, i.e., (α 1 , ρ 1 , A 1 , B 1 , C 1 ) so that the proposed scheme achieves the minimum distortion. Figs. 11 and 12 compare these unequal protection schemes with k = 100 in terms of the average PSNR as a function of n, the number of unerased symbols. As we increase the parameter space of the proposed UEP GLT scheme as described, we observe more sizable improvements in a progressive transmission scenario. For example, GLTexp optimizes only two parameters of the exponential SD and gives some improvement over the UEP EWF code. Note that both GLTexp and the UEP EWF code optimize two parameters. If we increase the parameter space subject to optimization, the relative gains over the UEP EWF code performance increase. For example, in Fig. 11 , GLTexpOpt uses four parameters, and GLTexpFullOpt uses five parameters to minimize the source reconstruction distortion, giving 1.3-and 1.53-dB average PSNR gains, respectively, compared to the UEP EWF code when = 0.4. Table IV shows some of the optimal parameters used to obtain the performance curves in Fig. 11 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Fountain codes are a type of erasure-correcting code with simple encoding and decoding structures used both for pointto-point communications and for multicasting information. The initial design of such codes was aimed at recovering the entire information block, and therefore might not be the best choice when different parts of the data have different levels of importance, such as image or video files compressed in a progressive or scalable fashion. In this paper, we introduced a generalized version of UEP LT codes having a larger set of parameters and hence a more flexible rateless coding scheme. We also introduced a progressive transmission scheme using this generalized version of UEP LT codes. We compared the proposed scheme with two other major UEP LT codes in the literature for the progressive transmission scenario. Simulations show that the proposed coding scheme outperforms these previous schemes by providing improved UEP, URT, and UIT properties. As a future work, we plan to investigate the asymptotic analysis of the proposed generalization.
